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Abstract: The Light Emitting Diode (LED) has many advantages compared to traditional lamps, such
as a long lifetime, color rendering and energy saving. It requires good thermal management, since as
the temperature increases, the lifetime decreases. Furthermore, the presence of cracks in the Solder
Joint of an LED (SJL) compromises the correct dispersion of heat and causes the joint fatigue. This can
lead to a decrease in the lifetime of the assembled LED. In this study, we validated that an SJL can
be considered faulty if the Forward Voltage (Vf) acquired before and after thermal cycles increases
by more than 2%. The voltage measurement method was validated by comparing the results with
the techniques commonly used to evaluate the defects of a solder joint as the X-ray analysis and
the metallographic section. The failure analysis results present the probability of failure and the
lifetime of the SJL achieved by analyzing the data using the Norris–Landberg Model. The lifetime
calculated over 1800 SJLs considered in the validation process is greater than 20 years for 95.9% of
the tested LEDs.
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1. Introduction

In the last few decades, the Light Emitting Diode (LED) has become an important competitor
for traditional light sources such as incandescent or fluorescent lamps. LED lighting is currently the
best light source with respect to its impact on the environment and less consumption of energy with
respect to traditional light sources [1,2]. LED technology leads to innovative solutions that traditional
lamps can not achieve. It allows the ability to create complex lighting systems for various scenarios,
such as smart city [3,4] or smart lighting in the cultural heritage field [5]. Long-term analysis of
lighting performance can be conducted by studying lighting parameters, such as luminous flux and
the correlated color temperature, which can be controlled and monitored in real time [6]. Despite the
investment costs, LEDs offer a longer life and the luminous flux is more constant over time compared
to other technologies. In fact, LEDs represent the best solution in interior lighting applications such
as homes and offices, and in the automotive sector for high brightness signals such as lights and
traffic lights.

In general, different approaches can be used to predict the lifetime of electronic components [7,8].
In lighting, thermal management is the fundamental aspect to guarantee constant yields over time
and a high performance of the LED. When temperature increases, several aspects are affected: the
light color emitted changes, intensity decreases, and lifetime reduces [9]. Durability and reliability
tests, such as thermal and power tests, are generally very expensive, therefore accelerated tests are
widely used [10]. Accelerated tests reduce test and response times by accelerating the identification of
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design and fatigue defects. Among standard tests proposed to characterize the solder joint fatigue, the
Thermal Cycling Test (TCT) is the most widely used by the scientific community [11].

One of the most relevant problems of LED behavior in lighting systems is the solder joint fatigue
between Printed Circuit Board (PCB) and the LED [12]. In literature, many works deal with the Solder
Joint of LED (SJL) reliability. The main methods of analyzing the solder joint lifetime are based on
strain density [13], on junction temperature measurement [14], or on the effect of voids [15].

One of the main challenges in studying the solder joints fatigue is to detect cracks and monitor
their propagation [16]. The SJL strongly depends on the different components of the device such as the
LED type, the soldering paste, the substrate, and the finish. In particular, cracks develop due to the
large variation of the Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE) between LED and PCB. The presence of
cracks is quite complicated to characterize as they are difficult to identify through a non-destructive
method [17,18]. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), cross scanning, and dye-and-pry cannot be used
for in situ monitoring of the cracks because they all are destructive methods [17].

In the study of Zhao et al. [19] a model enables the analysis of the thermal–mechanical
performance of solder interconnects. The experiment was conducted under cyclic temperature, taking
into account that time and temperature depend on the creep behavior of the interconnected material.
They assessed that the fatigue resistance is sensitive for changes in the thickness and meniscus of
solder interconnects.

Elger et al. use the transient thermal analysis for the detection of cracks. They developed a
method based on thermal analysis. The increase of the thermal resistance between the initial signal and
the signal after cycles is correlated with the presence of cracks in the solder joint by cross sections [20].
Other researchers have so far relied on the detection of resistance variation to estimate the presence
of cracks. In literature there are different criteria to define the resistance variation, for example the
resistance change of 5 ohm [21], an increase of the resistance of 10 ohm [22], and a resistance threshold
of 450 ohm [23]. The resistance variation defined in the JESD22-B111 standard is a 1000 ohm resistance
threshold lasting 1 µs, or a 100 ohm resistance threshold, if the initial resistance value is less than
85. The solder joint failure described in the IPC/JEDEC-9702 standard is given by a 20% increase in
resistance. In the study of Henshall et al. [24] three different electrical fault criteria are compared:
500 ohm threshold, 20% increase in resistance, and infinite resistance. In this study, we conclude that
the use of the IPC-9701A standard failure criterion for 20% increase in resistance provides the most
sensitive failure measure. Other studies assert that solder joint cracking can be defined by evaluating
the increase in the differential voltage [10,25]. Osram Spa defines the 2% increase in the Forward
Voltage (Vf), the failure criterion, which corresponds to the 20% increase in resistance [26].

In this paper, we aimed to validate the failure criterion of a 2% increase in the forward voltage as
a method to detect cracks in the SJL. It is easy to implement, repeatable, non-destructive, and requires
common measuring instruments present in many laboratories. The study presents the experimental
protocol, the accelerated test carried out, the failure analysis, and the obtained SJL lifetime.

2. Materials and Methods

The experimental protocol section consists on the description of the circuits, which are subjected
to the TCT and the voltage measurements method. TCT and the oscilloscope test, which is carried out
to validate the voltage measurement method, are described. Finally, we present the traditional methods
used to evaluate solder defects, the X-ray analysis for voids and cracks, and the metallographic section
for a complete analysis of the physical structure of the components.

2.1. Experimental Protocol

Following the IPC-9701A standard and Osram’s directives, an experimental protocol to detect
cracks in SJL subjected to the thermal cycling test is proposed. A total of 42 circuits, of which 40 are
subjected to thermal test, and 2 are used as a reference, were developed. Each circuit consisted of 45
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LEDs arranged in 3 rows by 15 columns as can be seen in Figure 1. In total, 1800 LEDs were used in
this study.

The composition of each circuit is defined below:

• LED Samsung LH181B.
• Senju solder paste.
• Substrate in thermal CEM3.
• Passivated copper finish.

The instrumentation used consisted of a Source Meter Unit (SMU), a thermometer, and a PC.
A software capable of sending commands to the instrument to generate a current pulse and save the
voltage measurement was implemented. The Keithley 2400 SMU [27,28] is the unit that sends the
current impulse and measures the voltage across the Device Under Test (DUT). The advantage of this
instrument is that it allows a simple and compact configuration compared to the use of a separate
Digital Multimeter (DMM) and source, and allows for the 4-terminal measurement configuration.
The fundamental principle of the 4-wire connection is to supply power to the device and perform the
measurement of the Vf through two separate connection lines. Using this configuration, it is possible
to connect the measurement cables directly to the ends of the device to measure voltage, thus avoiding
the influence of resistive drops on the power supply wires. The connection between the SMU and the
DUT consisted of a bed of nails. This is a traditional electronic test fixture made up of 4 spring contacts
(spring-loaded pins), which create the electrical connection between the measuring instrumentation
and the unit. Figure 1 shows the experimental setup used in this study.

Figure 1. Instrumentation used in the experimental protocol. The PC was connected to the Source
Meter Unit (SMU) with General Purpose Interface Bus - Universal Serial Bus (GPIB-USB), the SMU and
bed of nails were linked with a 4-wire connection, and the bed of nails created the electrical connection
with the DUT via 4 spring contacts.

Before subjecting the circuits to TCT, the voltage of each LED was measured at a controlled
temperature (25 °C ), inside a fixed temperature chamber. In order to monitor the temperature, a Fluke
51 thermometer with a type k thermocouple was used. This first measure was fundamental in the
failure analysis because it represents the reference value.
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The Vf was measured by sending a 20 ms current pulse at 10 mA to each LED. The instrument
allowed us to set the integration time of the A/D converter that represents the period of time in which
the input signal was measured. The integration time affects the usable digits, the amount of reading
noise, and the ultimate reading rate of the instrument. The integration time was divided into three
different speeds: the fastest integration time (fast), which results in increased reading noise and fewer
usable digits, the slowest integration time (high accuracy), which provides the best noise immunity,
and the default setting (normal), which is a compromise between speed and noise. In order to have
both good speed and low noise, normal was used, which resulted in a 20 ms pulse. The current value
was fixed at 10 mA in order to avoid heating the LED, and the consequently variation of Vf.

In total, 1900 thermal cycles were performed and the test, at every 100 cycles, was suspended
to carry out the measurement of Vf [20]. Before measuring, we waited until the circuit temperature
reached 25 °C inside the fixed temperature chamber.

The failure criterion was an increase of 2% in the forward voltage. For each 100 cycles, the forward
voltage measured were compared with the reference value measured before the start of the TCT.
A failure was recorded once the following condition was met:

V f (x)−V f (0) > 0.05 (1)

where Vf (x) is the forward voltage measured at each cycle, and the Vf (0) is the reference value.
The threshold value of 0.05 V is determined by calculating the 2% of the reference value, considering
LEDs have an average Vf of 2.57 V.

The MATLAB programming environment was used to control the instrument, and in data
analyzing.

2.2. Thermal Cycling Test

TCT is important because thermo-mechanical stress is one of the main reason for structural
failures, causing the cracking of solder joints between the package and board. LED modules were
exposed to temperature tests between −40 to 120 °C [29]. Due to differences in thermo-mechanical
stress under hot and cold conditions, important information can be obtained. TCT is the process of
testing the SJL by subjecting it to temperature conditions in excess of its normal service parameters to
uncover faults in a short amount of time. The TCT was performed in a climatic chamber CST 27/2T
of Angelantoni test technologies s.r.l. visible in Figure 2. It consisted of two chambers and a transfer
carriage, which permits movement of circuits from one chamber to another. Proprietary software
allowed us to start the test, set the specifications, and save the acquisition. Once the software started,
the oven required 10 min to reach the set temperature. After that the test started. As shown in Figure 3,
DUT were kept for 15 min in a cold chamber and 15 min in a hot chamber, the movement occurred
through the transfer carriage with a 5 s transfer time. The test continued by alternating between the
hot and cold chambers for up to 100 cycles.

In each chamber, an offset of 5 °C (recommended value of the oven manufacturer) was set, which
guarantees keeping the oven temperature at −40 and 120 °C respectively. This was an important
setting because the movement from one chamber to another involves the variation of the temperature.
It was possible to view the acquisition of the data through the proprietary software during the test.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. (a) Circuits positioned in the climatic chamber CST 27/2T of Angelantoni test technologies.
(b) A mechanical transfer carriage moves circuits from one chamber to another.
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Figure 3. Thermal profile of the Thermal Cycling Test (TCT), which the circuits were subjected to.

2.3. Oscilloscope Test

In order to validate the experimental protocol, current and voltage were measured at the end
of each acquisition to check that they were steady. The instrument used for the measurements is the
Oscilloscope LeCroy waverunner LT322 Series (LeCroy, New York, NY, USA). The test was carried out
by powering each LED at 10 mA in direct current. Typically, the oscilloscope has 2 type of probes: the
voltage probes and the current probes. We connected the voltage probes to the LED and the current
probes to the power cable. The oscilloscope displays electrical signal trends over the time. In order to
obtain a stable signal, the function trigger set to single modality was used, in order to view only one
scan of the signal at a time. The display of the oscilloscope shows in red the trend of the current and in
blue the trend of the voltage. When the LED was powered, both signals increased: the current rises
from 0 mA to 10 mA and the voltage rises from 0 V to 2.57 V. The transient time was 0.08 ms (80 µs).
The delay of SMU between sending the impulse and the voltage measurement response was 1 ms.
This value was bigger than the transitional time, therefore, the signals of current and voltage were in a
steady state when the measurement was acquired.
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2.4. X-ray Analysis

X-ray analysis is widely used in the electronic field to evaluate solder defects. SJL inspection
allows for detecting structural defects of the electronic boards such as missing solder, the presence of
voids, and short circuits. In this study, X-ray analysis was performed to obtain a complete analysis
of the solder joint and to evaluate the presence of cracks. In order to validate the analysis method,
the X-rays of LEDs that have not undergone the TCT were compared with the X-rays of SJL that
reached failure.

2.5. Metallographic Section

The metallography consists in the study of the physical structures of crystals and metal alloys
using a microscope. In this way, it is possible to determine the dimensions and the shape of crystals,
the distribution of the phases, the direction of the slipping lines, the level of purity, and the presence of
contaminations. The metallographic section was divided into six phases:

1. Sample sectioning: the sample was sectioned in order to allow the resin to be incorporated. Given
the LED fragility, this operation was made manually.

2. Sample incorporation: the sample was incorporated into an acrylic resin to allow the smoothing
and grinding phases and to simplify the microscopic observation.

3. Smoothing: this phase consisted of smoothing the sample using diamond grit abrasive paper.
4. Grinding: this phase was performed with diamond abrasive papers.
5. Polish: the samples ground were immersed into a corrosive chemical solution, which highlights

the structures.
6. Microscopic observation: the observation of the sample was carried out with Axioplan Zeiss

microscope.

Metallographic section was used to verify the presence of cracks in the SJL, and to evaluate length
and thickness of the cracks. In order to validate the 2% increase of Vf as a method of estimating cracks
in the SJL, the metallographic section of the unbroken SJL was compared with the metallographic
section of failed SJL.

3. Physics Failure Analysis

3.1. Weibull Analysis

The Weibull distribution is a continuous probability distribution, described by two parameters: the
scale parameter η and the shape parameter β. Weibull analysis is a methodology used for performing
lifetime data analysis. Weibull distribution defines a failure curve, which is normally used in the
industrial environment for all electronic applications.

The Weibull distribution is determined by the following equation:

F(t) = 1− e[−(t/η)]β (2)

where F(t) is the probability of failure at t number of cycles or hours, β is the shape parameter or
Weibull slope, and η the scale parameter or characteristic Weibull lifetime.

3.2. Norris–Landberg Model

The solder joint fatigue is a low-cycle failure and it originates from the Coffin–Manson model [30].
In fact, almost all lifetime prediction models are derived from Coffin–Manson. The Coffin–Manson
model was used to evaluate the growth of cracks in the solder joint, the mechanical failures, the fatigue
of the material, and the deformation of the material.

The model is described by the following equation:
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N(4εp)
n = C (3)

where N is the number of cycles to failure,4εp is the plastic strain range per cycle, n is an empirical
material constant, and C is a proportionality factor. The number of cycles obtained with the
Coffin–Manson model depends on the plastic deformation, which increases as the cycles increase. The
measurement of this deformation is often difficult to obtain, therefore, other models that consider
temperature variation as a fundamental parameter were developed. The Norris–Landberg model
assumes that the plastic deformation range is proportional to the temperature excursion range, and
introduces two other factors taking into account the cycling frequency and the maximum temperature
of the solder paste. In this way, the Acceleration Factor (AF) can be defined as:

AF =
N f ield

Ntest
=

( f f ield

ftest

)−m(4Tf ield

4Ttest

)−n
(

e
Ea
K

(
1

Tmax, f ield
− 1

Tmax,test

))
(4)

where field and test indicate the real condition and the test condition, respectively. f is the cycling
frequency expressed by the cycles per day at the field and test condition, m is a cycling frequency
exponent and a typical value is about 0.33. 4T is the temperature range during cycles at field and test,
Tmax is the maximum temperature of the joint in field and test condition expressed in Kelvin, n is the
exponent of the temperature range, a typical value is about 1.9. Ea is the activation energy and K is
the Boltzmann constant, Ea

K is 1414 [30]. SJL lifetime represents the period of time during which the
joint guarantees the correct operation. The lifetime can be expressed in different measurement units
depending on the system application. In lighting applications, it is common to express the lifetime
in hours [31]. To simplify the understanding of the data it is advisable to express lifetime in years,
especially in the industrial and commercial environment. The equation below computes the lifetime
starting from N f ield:

Li f etimeyears =
N f ield

f f ield
× 1

365
=

AF× Ntest

f f ield
× 1

365
(5)

4. Results

The presence of cracks and the failure of SJL were evaluated considering the 2% increase in Vf
with respect to the reference value. In total, at the end of the 1900 cycles, there are 74 faulty SJLs.

Figure 4 shows the number of SJLs that failed as the thermal cycles increase. The first failure was
at 1400 cycles with one broken SJL. At 1500 cycles one more SJL failed, and at 1600 cycles, another 10
SJLs failed. At 1900 cycles, the amount of broken SJLs increased to 37. In the last cycle, the number of
failure assumed an exponential trend.

Figure 4 was obtained by fitting the data of failed SJLs. The analytical formula, which described
the curve, is presented below:

N f ailed(x) = 0.00015× e0.0065x (6)

Coefficients are calculated with 95% confidence bound and the R2 value obtained is 0.94.
In order to evaluate the SJL performance it is necessary to determine the probability of reliability

and the probability of failure. The reliability R(x) indicates the probability that solder joint has a correct
functioning during TCT. The probability of failure determines the probability that solder joint presents
cracks. The reliability and probability of failure are described by Equations (7) and (8):

R(x) =
Ntotal − N f ailed(x)

Ntotal
(7)

F(x) = 1− R(x) (8)
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Figure 4. Trend of the failures at each cycle. Markers represent the number of failed determined at
each cycle.

As thermal cycles increase, the percentage of reliability decreases, from 1% to 0.96%. Instead, the
probability of failure F(x) increases when thermal cycles increase. At the end of thermal cycles, the
unreliability increases up to 0.035% . Figure 5 shows the unreliability assessed through the SJLs that
reach the failure during test. This curve is obtained fitting the data of unreliability and the analytical
formula of the curve is represented by:

F(x) = 0.00013× e3.5x (9)

Coefficients are calculated with 95% confidence bound and the R2 value obtained is 0.99.
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Figure 5. Variation of the probability of failure related to the thermal cycles variation.

As we said in the previous chapter, the Weibull distribution is the most used function in the
electronic environment to represent faults analysis. Figure 6 represents the acquired data using the
Weibull distribution, including Weibull parameters.
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Figure 6. Graphical representation of data using the Weibull distribution. Purple dots represent the
Solder Joints of an LED (SJLs) that reached the failure at every thermal cycle; the red line describes the
distribution curve of the faults.

Results refer to the relationship between real condition and test condition. We have chosen a
frequency cycling of 6 on–off per day on the basis of the data provided by the company according to
the type of LED and the final application of the product. TCT frequency cycling depends on the type
of the accelerated test used. In this case, the frequency cycling is of 48 on–off per day. TCT requires
that devices remain 15 min inside hot chamber and 15 min inside cold chamber. Each cycle ended in
approximately 30 min, therefore, 48 cycles were performed in 24 h corresponding to the number of
daily on–offs. Table 1 shows the results obtained from the TCT.

Table 1. The first column presents the thermal cycles, the second the number of failed SJLs at each cycle,
and the third the total number of failed at each cycle. The fourth column presents the average increase
in Forward Voltage (Vf) and the related standard deviation. Last column reports the SJL lifetime.

N° Cycles SJLs Failed Total SJLs Failed Vf Increase SJL Lifetime (AF = 28.8)
(Samples) (Samples) (Mean ± std) (%) (Years)

100 0 0 0 N/A
200 0 0 0 N/A
300 0 0 0 N/A
400 0 0 0 N/A
500 0 0 0 N/A
600 0 0 0 N/A
700 0 0 0 N/A
800 0 0 0 N/A
900 0 0 0 N/A

1000 0 0 0 N/A
1100 0 0 0 N/A
1200 0 0 0 N/A
1300 0 0 0 N/A
1400 1 1 3.6 ± 0.0 17.1
1500 1 2 3.3 ± 0.6 18.4
1600 10 12 3.6 ± 1.4 19.7
1700 13 25 4.1 ± 1.8 21.1
1800 12 37 4.3 ± 2.1 22.4
1900 37 74 4.5 ± 2.8 23.7
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SJL lifetime represents the estimated number of years in a real installation during which the joint
guarantees the correct operation.

At the ends of TCT, the 4.1% of the SJLs have reached failure still providing a SJL lifetime between
17 and 24 years, the remaining 95.9% of the SJLs present a joint lifetime longer than 24 years.

In order to validate the methodology used to identify cracks, X-ray analysis and metallographic
section were performed. The X-ray analysis permits us to evaluate the presence and the size of voids
inside the solder joint. This type of analysis allows us to visualize the air trapped in the soldering
paste. Voids are observable as they have a different color than the surrounding environment, as we
can see in Figure 7a. This type of visualization also allows us to distinguish the cracks formed inside
the joint [32]. The crack represents a fracture inside the solder paste, which is equivalent to an air
passage, and it is easily distinguishable by X-rays. Cracks cause a malfunction of the SJL as electrical
continuity is compromised. X-ray analysis is a non-destructive method that allows us to detect cracks
which compromise the correct dispersion of heat and cause an increase of Vf. Figure 7a shows the
X-ray analysis of a LED not used in TCT. In this figure, it is possible to notice the presence of voids in
the SJL. It does not lead to malfunction because the percentage of voids is lower than the percentage
defined in the IPC-A-610D standard. Figure 7b, presents the X-ray analysis of a SJL submitted to the
TCT, and that reached the failure. Through analysis of the image, it is possible to identify cracks in the
solder joint.

(a) (b)

Figure 7. (a) X-ray analysis of an LED that has not undergone TCT, red circles underline the voids
present in the joint. (b) X-ray analysis of a failed SJL with voids and cracks pointed out by red circles.

The metallographic section is a complete analysis of the physical structure of all components
in a circuit. This technique is widely used to evaluate the reliability of the solder joint but has the
disadvantage of being a destructive method. In our workn this analysis was used to validate the
results obtained by the voltage measurement method. The analysis was made and analyzed using
the Axioplan Zeiss microscope. The metallographic section shows the solder joint between LED and
PCB. In Figure 8a, a metallographic section of a non-failed SJL is presented. The SJL has no cracks.
It guarantees the correct electrical operation without any increase in forward voltage.

Conversely, in failed SJL, the metallographic section shows cracks formed during TCT [17].
Figure 8b presents an example of a broken SJL. Cracks are along the entire joint.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8. (a) A metallographic section of an unbroken SJL with no cracks. (b) A metallographic section
of a broken SJL with evident transverse cracks.

5. Discussion

The aim of this work was not to characterize the lifetime of the LED but to provide a testing
method usable to furnish significant evaluation in lighting applications. In this paper, a validation of
2% failure criterion proposed by Osram was carried out. Results of our paper check the validity of this
criterion to detect the presence of cracks in the SJL. At 1900 cycles 4.1% of the considered SJL have an
increase of 2% of Vf.

In the analysis of failure, the reliability and the probability of failure were calculated. The analysis
demonstrates that the probability of failure grows exponentially related to the thermal cycles variation.
As can be seen from Table 1, the Vf increase grows at each cycle with the number of thermal cycles.
Results show the correlation between the solder joint fatigue and the number of thermal cycles. The AF
was determined using the Norris–Landberg model by which the SJL lifetime is calculated.

The lifetime variation according to the number of cycles and the number of failed SJLs was
analyzed. The SJL lifetime increases linearly with the number of thermal cycles, as can be deduced
from Equation (5). On the contrary, the trend of the lifetime related to the number of failed SJLs was
approximated with the normal distribution.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposes to validate the criterion of 2% increase in Vf to detect cracks in the SJL.
In order to reduce test and response time, an accelerated test was carried out. TCT was chosen because
it is the most used test in the scientific community. In total, 1900 thermal cycles were performed and
the comparison between Vf and the reference value was calculated. A difference greater than 2%
represents the failure criterion for SJL.

In the experimental protocol, 40 circuits with 1800 LEDs were subjected to the TCT and 4.1% of
the SJLs failed. The probability of failure obtained has an exponential trend. The SJL lifetime was
determined using the Norris–Landberg Model. From obtained results, 95.9% of the considered SJL had
a lifetime greater than 20 years. This method was validated by comparing the results of Vf increase
with the X-ray analysis and the metallographic section. The comparison allows us to conclude that all
the SJLs that showed an increase in Vf actually present cracks.

Obviously, this is not the only parameter to consider in calculating the lifetime of a product, where
the overall duration is given by the component with the shortest lifetime; however, the proposed
parameter represents a validated method that allows companies to estimate the SJL duration in a short
time and to calibrate the guarantees also based on these results.
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